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Light-matter interplay for optical metrology beyond the classical spatial
resolution limits
Overview
The EU wants to hold a dominant global position in nanotechnology, micro-nanoelectronics, photonics and
advanced materials: four of the six Key Enabling Technologies (KETs) identified by the European Commission.
However, such dominant position strongly depends on the availability of proper tools that can serve the
metrology needs of those KETs in terms of speed, non-invasiveness, reliability and integrability. This project
addresses these needs by exploring novel metrology paradigms exploiting light-matter interplay, the
topological information encoded in optical fields and the most recent accomplishments in the areas of quantum
optics and inverse problems to achieve disruptive advances in optical metrology.
Need
The EU has formally identified six KETs, which have been given the highest priority within the EU strategic
research agenda. KETs have a “…significant impact on how Europeans will live and work, and on how
European industries and economies will grow to provide sustainable employment for its citizens”. KETs
represent the technology building blocks for advanced products and their manufacture, and they form the
backbone of the European competitiveness on the global market. Research efforts meant to strengthen the
position of Europe in these KET areas are of uppermost importance, since “once the manufacturing base is
lost, it never comes back”.
Metrology runs side by side with such scientific and technologic progress. Manipulating matter at the
nanoscale, in a scientifically reliable and predictable way, urges the metrology community to provide the
appropriate metrology solutions. Such novel or improved metrology solutions then, in turn, stimulate again the
next technological and scientific developments.
In this context, optical measurement methods play an instrumental role as the development in four out of the
six KETs (Nanotechnology, Micro-nanoelectronics, Photonics and Advanced materials) is strongly
underpinned by optics-based measurement methods. The importance of holding a dominant scientific and
technologic position in these sectors is clear if one considers that altogether they are worth more than
€ 800 billion on the global market and Photonics and Micro-nanoelectronics already employs more than
400,000 people in Europe.
Despite the many advantages of optical systems (speed, non-invasiveness, high-precision, moderate
investments involved, integrability) the operational spatial resolution attainable in classical optical metrology is
still essentially limited by the wavelength used for the optical probe. Therefore, novel and robust metrology
solutions are needed that maintain all the recognised benefits of optical methods while substantially
overcoming the current limitations.
Objectives
The overall goal of this project is to set the basis for the realisation of the next generation of optical metrology
systems, with unprecedented performances in terms of spatial resolution, traceability, reliability, robustness.
The specific objectives of the project are:
1. To develop stable and reliable methods to achieve deep sub-wavelength spatial resolution by
exploiting higher-order (beyond Born regime) probe-target interactions. To design
metamaterials-based structures that can enhance such interaction and bring it to detectable levels for
a large class of targets, not only strong scatterers. The goal is to reach, for a well-defined class of
samples (e.g. diffraction gratings on silicon substrates, isolated nanoparticles on both opaque and
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transparent substrates), a traceable spatial resolution at the λ/10 level and sub-nanometre uncertainty,
with λ being the wavelength of the light probe
2. To exploit invariant topological structures in electromagnetic fields, in their polarisation,
amplitude and phase distributions, and map how such topological information transforms after
interacting with matter, especially in the case of nanostructured materials endowed with specific
geometric symmetries (e.g. diffraction gratings, spiral geometries, bio-inspired circularly-symmetric
objects). The ultimate goal is to implement spectroscopy-like measurement concepts, leading to robust
and high-precision dimensional and physical measurement results
3. To realise and demonstrate near-field techniques to measure deep sub-wavelength gratings
down to the regime << /10 which allow accurate and traceable optical procedures to characterise
nanostructured optical components and to measure effective optical material parameters. In addition
to link such near-fields methods to far-field optical methods of specific applied interest
4. To apply sub-shot noise quantum technologies to optical systems, addressing both low and
high Numerical Aperture (NA) systems. To realise input fields with spatially-entangled optical
channels and to map their coupling with the geometry of nano-targets. The potential of quantum
metrology in optical systems will be explored through spatial modes entanglement and its integration
into existing optical systems. The aim is to find a natural link with the exploitation of topologic
information in classical fields, as discussed hereinabove
5. To facilitate the take up of the technology developed in the project by the end users.
Progress beyond the state of the art
Rayleigh's criterion for assessing the resolution limit of optical systems, no matter how complex and which
wavelength λ they employ, states that the smallest detail that can be resolved in an object is of the order of
0.6 λ/NA, where NA is the numerical aperture of the system. For systems operating in air, NA is a positive
number smaller than 1, which results in a resolution of about half of the wavelength. While different criteria can
be adopted to quantify such limit, they all currently agree on the fact that the wavelength is the limiting factor.
This is a severe limitation for optical methods, especially in view of the growing impact of nanostructured
devices and materials in current and expected technological developments in our society. For specific
applications, smart alternatives have been found e.g. for the imaging of biological samples, they can be stained
by fluorophores, and hence time-resolved fluorescent methods (such as Stimulated Emission Depletion
(STED), Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM), Photo Activated Localisation Microscopy
(PALM) etc.) have flourished in the last years, with proven resolutions at few tens of nanometres level [6-8].
Unfortunately, such techniques are of no use for inorganic materials in the semiconductor sector, where no
natural fluorescent response exists, nor is a contamination with external markers allowed. Additionally, the
quantification of the measurements results is complex and currently rarely addressed.
One way to approach this issue is by progressively moving to smaller wavelengths and/or is to make use of
all the prior information available on the target. Going towards smaller wavelengths does not completely solve
this problem because shorter wavelengths have short (around 100 nm) penetration depth. Furthermore, for
some applications no prior information on the target is available.
This project will go beyond the state of the art by developing novel methods to improve the spatial resolution
limit of far-field optical systems well beyond the classical resolution limit. Specifically, it will investigate ways to
exploit higher-order interactions between the probe and sample of interest. This will imply a full implementation
of multiple scattering models into imaging systems to account for strong spatial light-matter interaction regimes.
For weak scatterers, where such interaction can be too feeble to be detected, amplification of sub-wavelength
information, such as evanescent wave amplification, will be realised through the design of specially engineered
nanodevices and structures. The targeted resolution, for systems working in far field illumination-far-field
detection mode, will be one tenth of the wavelength, with targeted sub-nanometre uncertainty. The project will
also investigate the existence of invariant modal information in vectorial optical fields and how that information
transforms after interacting with matter. The goal is to identify robust information channels that can be used to
establish a direct mapping between the light probe and scattered field and to setup the basis for the new field
of spatial spectroscopy. The project also aims to link the performance of methods developed with the project
to near-field techniques in use at NMIs, in order to validate the novel solutions investigated in the project. It
will also develop sub-shot noise quantum technologies, quantum-based metrology schemes and novel spatial
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entanglement-based measurement concepts to be implemented in existing metrology systems, such as optical
scatterometers, atomic force microscopes (AFM) and optical ptychographic systems.

Results
To develop stable and reliable methods to achieve deep sub-wavelength spatial resolution by exploiting higherorder (beyond Born regime) probe-target interactions.
This objective aims to find ways to solve direct strong scattering problems using perturbative methods. It is a
known fact that for strong scatterers (strong scattering regime) those methods lead to highly divergent
solutions. This is a problem that has remained unsolved for centuries and its solution would have a high
theoretical and practical impact. Partners have so far been able to re-sum highly divergent Born series for the
1-D scattering problems. Based on this, the extension to higher dimensionalities will be addressed. On the
same topic, the same problem has been approached from a different viewpoint, namely by using Bayesian
inversion methods. Tests of the algorithms for solving the inverse problem in scattering have been successfully
performed.
To exploit invariant topological structures in electromagnetic fields and map how such topological information
transforms after interacting with matter.
A fully vectorial expansion of an electromagnetic field in vectorial Helmholtz Natural Modes has been achieved.
This will serve as basis to map spatial topological information and start spatial spectroscopy for high-NA
systems. The second part of this objective concerns the description of the limit, in terms of measurement
precision, that can be achieved by a generic optical measurement scheme using the concept of Fisher
information. Finally, the consortium has extended the design of their Areal Standards on AFM and has
produced a prototype artefact to demonstrate their fabrication facilities.
To realise and demonstrate near-field techniques to measure deep sub-wavelength gratings down to the
regime << λ/10
Promising first results on nearfield techniques have been already obtained. In a high NA optical microscopy
using solid immersion lenses (SILs) or photonic nanojets (PNJs), it is anticipated that the polarization of the
diffracted beam is disturbed by the lens, which affects the measured signal. To understand these effects in
image formation for critical structure, a rigorous simulator based on three-dimensional vector theory has been
developed within the project. The new method is expected to give a threefold resolution enhancement for SIL
lenses and tenfold enhancement for photonic nanojet lenses. Different approaches for an enhanced near-field
- far-field - coupling have also been numerically investigated. A particularly promising plasmonic lens design
has been optimised and manufacturability issues have been discussed with FSU Jena. Currently FSU Jena is
manufacturing the lens. The design found is adaptable to the requirements of specific set-ups, for example
operating at different wavelengths Moreover first numerical simulations of Mueller matrices of differently
shaped micro- and nanostructures have been performed with encouraging results for applications in enhanced
nano-form metrology.
To apply sub-shot noise quantum technologies to optical systems, addressing both low and high Numerical
Aperture (NA) systems
Partners have successfully performed the absorption measurements in the sub-shot noise regime towards
the ultimate quantum limit by twin beam. The work has been published in Sci. Rep. 8, 7431(2018), reporting
a factor 2 of quantum enhancement in the absorption estimation equivalent to noise reduction by 0.25 times
below the shot noise level.

Impact
The consortium has started planning the training activities for the project. It has been decided that a School of
Physics on dimensional metrology by optical methods and how to set their metrological value will be co-hosted
at the next Bi-annual meeting of the European Optical Society (EOSAM2020). The focus of the school, open
to professional, students and young scientists, will be on innovation and on how fundamental research on
metrology can underpin the scientific and industrial role of Europe in optical metrology. In January 2019, two
press releases addressed to the general public were issued by the University of Torino, on the “UNITONews”
[short link: tinyurl.com/y54kl4yq] and “Frida” portals [short link: tinyurl.com/y2g6hozu] respectively. These
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press releases reported the first achievements oft he project on a new class of single photon emitters, with
potential applications to high-resolution imaging.
A workshop will be organized by TU Delft at the Face2Phase conference in Delft on 21-23 October 2019. In
May 2019 a special section of the workshop “Quantum 2019, From Foundations of Quantum Mechanics to
Quantum Information and Quantum Metrology & Sensing” (26 May 2019-1 June 2019, Turin, Italy) with more
than 250 attendees, will be arranged and dedicated to this project.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
This project will perform innovative research that will impact such high-intensity technologies such as software,
biotechnology and computer electronics. The project will target optical measurement instruments and methods
which are relevant for these applications, such as optical scatterometers and high-contrast phase sensitive
systems. The adoption of the project’s methods in instruments relevant to the end-users, will also support their
uptake in such technology areas.
The project will provide the end-users with valuable tools and improved metrology potential which is currently
only accessible through invasive technologies that require large investments and approaches that do not
currently comply with the typical constraints of an industrial environment. By doing this, the project will support
European innovation on high intensity-technologies and help the EU to reduce the knowledge and
development gap with competing economies.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
This project will provide new solutions for optics-based dimensional metrology by demonstrating the possibility
of integrating modern field theories and material science into classical measurement schemes, in order to
progress beyond the current-state-of-the-art. New CMCs, regarding higher spatial resolutions and
determination of materials properties with smaller uncertainties can be foreseen as future outputs of the
project, as well as inputs to the EURAMET Technical Committee Length (TC-L). More specifically, metrology
systems, such as optical scatterometers, bright-field microscopes and similar contact-less metrology tools, will
be able to extend their spatial resolution by integrating methods, and devices, developed within the project.
This will range from the implementation of new super-resolution models to classical experimental data to the
integration of metamaterials-based superlenses (resolution enhancer devices), into existing systems. In this
way, end-users from the metrology and the scientific community will learn how to boost the performances of
tools already at their disposal without resorting to major investment and technology shifts. One distinctive
feature of most of optics-based metrology systems is their reliance on physical models for the extraction of
desired information on a measurement target from acquired data. This often means rigorously solving Maxwell
equations, using subtle inversion models and regularisation methods. Spatial spectroscopy, as addressed by
objectives 3 and 4 of the project, would directly map the measured data to the measurand in a more
straightforward way. This will facilitate the adoption of optical measurements techniques by the scientific
communities by lowering the threshold represented by the development of complex data post-processing and
analysis. Finally, the integration of quantum-enhanced methods, such as spatial modes entanglements and
sub-shot noise shadow imaging, into optical systems of industrial and metrological interest will further promote
the integration of quantum technologies and classical optical systems and will represent an excellent showcase
for long-term uptakes, especially in the field of non-invasive optical metrology, an area of research currently
challenged by the metrology targets set by the needs of industry. To support this, the consortium has welcomed
a new collaborator fom University of Purdue (USA) who will contribute to the integration of quantum theories
into optical metrology.
The impact on metrology is also related to the effort towards the definition of standards for measurement of
new quantities related to the quantum phenomena as, for example, a first informal comparison of the g(2)
measurement in the visible range [Metrologia 56, 015016 (2019)]. This is related, as a by-product, to the activity
on quantum-based superresolution imaging, which has received a “Research Highlight” in the Journal “Nature
Physics“, (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-019-0432-9).
The dissemination of the first outputs of the project has been also done via the “QUILT Autumn School 2018 Quantum-Enhanced Imaging and Spectroscopy” organized by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (IOF/IPM) in Bad
Honnef, Germany. The School was aimed at providing participants with first-hand information on current trends
in quantum imaging and to discuss fundamental and applied aspects in the area of research. The audience
consisted of about 70 attendees, mainly PhD students but also experts and scientists working on different field
of classical and quantum physics. Lectures and speakers were renowned experts working on quantum
imaging.
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Impact on relevant standards
The research planned in the project is fundamental by nature, hence early impact on standards is not foreseen.
Project results will however be disseminated within EURAMET TCL, the BIPM CCL Working Group on
Dimensional Nanometrology (CCL-WG-N) and Versailles Project on Advanced Materials and Standards
(VAMAS) Technical Work Area (TWA) 42 on Raman and microscopy. A presentation on the Areal standards
and profile surface texture for the ISO TC/213 Dimensional and geometrical product specifications and
verifications has been held.
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
According to the European commission the expected impact of advances on nanotechnology are, amongst
others, “supporting European competitiveness through accelerated market uptake of nano-enabled products,
improving in existing manufacturing processes and industrial productivity, contribution to improved technical
knowledge, promoting safe-by-design approaches and contributing towards the framework of EU nanosafety
and regulatory strategies (including standardisation)“. This is particularly true for Europe's photonics industry,
which is strong (e.g. in laser-based manufacturing, medical photonics, sensing, lighting, high-end fabrication
of optical components) and has the possibility to exploit new emerging market opportunities, particularly by
exploiting the novel opportunities provided by functional nano-optical materials.
This project will encourage collaborative scientific excellence in materials science, classical and quantum
optics by stimulating the interaction of specialists in optical systems and metrology, experts in materials
fabrication and metamaterial engineering. The design of fit-for-purpose resolution enhancers (such as
metamaterials-based superlenses, addressed in objective 1 of the project), requires knowing the main features
of optical and imaging systems, the limitations of material production and having available innovative design
concepts and models for such spatial resolution enhancers that can work on a broad range of wavelengths.
The scientific communities working on classical and quantum optics have had little interaction with each other
in the past, which is desirable and often counterproductive. Scientists from classical optics have always worked
in close contact with industry and addressed issues as they emerge from the applications. Quantum optics
communities, especially in the area of dimensional metrology, have focused on key aspects of quantum
physics, such as entanglement. The uptake of such fundamental research is however encountering some
resistance from an end-user viewpoint, due to the objective complexity of its implementation and, sometimes,
the arguable added value offered. This project represents a unique environment where both communities can
unite their forces and ideas to advance the area of optical metrology as whole. This will, for the first time realise
the quantum version of systems, such as optical scatterometers, with the application of genuine quantum
effects, such as weak amplification and Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometry, directly into dimensional metrology.
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